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KEY MESSAGE

The European CCO / CDO Task Force recommends that Aircraft Operators adopt guidelines when 
creating policies and SOPs on CDO, to improve awareness and enhanced CDO performance.

The Task Force has developed a proposal for a CDO Policy together with supporting guidelines based on 
existing Aircraft Operator good practices.

APPENDIX J:
AIRLINE STANDARD OPERATING PRACTICES 
AND GOOD PRACTICE MATERIAL

From previous analyses undertaken by EUROCONTROL, together with the experiences of certain States such as the UK, 
Belgium, Germany and Sweden, it is clear that efficient performance of airlines and their contribution to the levels of CCO / 
CDO performance, is a reflection of the mentality and understanding of individual Flight Crew members.

The survey sent out by the European CCO / CDO Task Force yielded surprising results. Over 120 responses were received to 
questions asking if airlines carry out training on CDO, maintain CCO / CDO SOPs, produce CCO / CDO good practice guid-
ance material for individual airports, and if they measure CCO and / or CDO performance.

A large percentage of airlines, however, do none of this. It appears that while most airlines are interested in flying CDO to all 
destinations, few are really CDO-focused, as only 33% of airlines surveyed had a Standard Operating Practice on CDO, and 
less than 25% of airlines measured CDO performance internally. 

When checking some examples of these SOPs on CCO / CDO, it transpired that guidance material was more likely to 
include simple text suggesting that Pilots ‘fly as much CDO as possible’ or a similar statement, as opposed to detailed 
recommendations. 

The European CCO / CDO Task Force does not consider this sufficient, as more detailed guidance material should be 
developed.

For operational aspects, it is vital that SOPs are compatible with / built around CDO techniques that promote CDO being 
undertaken where possible. However, simply just promoting CDO may be considered insufficient to drive performance 
improvements. 

In certain cases, developing specific descent optimisation may not be possible due to different business models e.g. Busi-
ness Aviation. Business Operators may not fly regularly to the same destinations multiple times per day and thus may not 
benefit from local knowledge like other Operators. In this case, it is important that Operators both develop SOPs and sup-
port Pilot Awareness through line training and annual assessments (see appendix K).  

Where collaborative forums exist (see appendix N), stakeholders should be encouraged to use such a forum to make a gen-
eral recommendation for the harmonisation on SOPs amongst airlines for a specific airport. In the same way, airlines should 
be encouraged to adopt SOPs and work with the ANSP to facilitate the creation of harmonised SOPs especially if the airport 
concerned is their home base. 

To an extent, SOPs may also be developed for CCO albeit with a limited influence on CCO performance e.g. requesting fur-
ther climb when approaching the cleared level, stating the RFL on first call etc. As Flight Crew influence on CCO performance 
is limited, this appendix proposes to concentrating on recommendations for a CDO policy and related guidelines.
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The European CCO / CDO Task Force considers that developing a specific CDO policy, procedures and flying techniques for 
CDO for each aircraft type, is a good practice that should be recommended, as it harmonises Flight Crew behaviour and 
increases CDO awareness. A set of principles have been identified from existing airline good practices.

RECOMMENDED CDO POLICY

As per company policy, the following are considered basic principles that all airlines should adhere to:

n CDO should be performed whenever practicable and operationally safe to do so; 
n For fuel saving, it should be recommended to commence descent from cruising altitude at the optimum / FMS ToD 

whenever practicable and operationally safe to do so;
n Idle thrust during descent should be used as much as possible;
n Text included by the aircraft operator in the OM should provide “guidance material on descent management” 

including information to its Pilots on how to optimise CDO all along the descent phase starting from ToD until the 
final approach, covering for when traffic situations do not allow for a perfect CDO;

n Airlines often produce additional specific airport safety briefings whenever it is felt necessary to complement AIP 
information. It is also considered a good practice to include a section that deals with environmental issues in these 
briefings (normally published in OM (C). For example, the CDO procedures for each aircraft type could be tailored 
to different airports / approaches and be part of the airport briefings in the OM (Part C). The objective is to give 
Flight Crews the supporting documentation necessary to optimise CDO and Flight Crew performance at different 
airports where otherwise, the information might not be available. For example, the information provided could 
be a special briefing for a particular airport, runway and arrival route, giving hints supporting the Flight Crew with 
local details, which can be used to improve the awareness and understandings of the specific local conditions and 
how they may affect the ability of the Flight Crew to fly an optimised profile; 

n Airlines are recommended to produce and disseminate to all, should appropriate effort be available, detailed 
information that describes the recommended Fuel and Cost Saving Guidelines for its Flight Crew, and regularly 
update the manual. This information can cover a combination of aircraft types that the airline deems to be of 
relevance. Its production will almost certainly require collaboration among several airline departments, working 
together to achieve an increase in the number of CDOs flown by the airline’s Pilots, to deliver improved fuel 
efficiency and less emissions per flight. This information could include specific guidelines on descent planning, 
describing what to do in the case of early or late descent clearances;

n Monthly or other timely bulletins containing CDO performance information should be communicated to airline 
staff and Flight Crew;

n Promotion of crew feedback on CDO performance is a very useful mechanism for highlighting potential issues in 
individual or group CDO performance. If performance data is shared from outside the airline e.g. by an airport, the 
airline can work with the airport to ensure that measurements are accurate, with both parties working together on 
identifying, and mitigating, the causes of inefficiency; and,

The European CCO / CDO Task Force recommends that the following guidelines should be covered in the OM, either in Part 
A, B or C, regarding CDO operations*:

n The challenges that crews must consider before commencing the descent, and for which airlines should have guidelines 
for, are:
- Most common landing runway(s) and expected track miles;
- Probable shortcuts or extensions (vectoring) to the lateral flight path;
- Publication of DTG on STAR Chart;
- Provision or not of DTG from ATC. Pilots should ask for DTG if they do not receive it;
- ATC speed restrictions other than those planned;
- The use of speed control correctly and with anticipation, to reduce unnecessary vectoring to reduce the track miles, 

or unnecessary use of speed brake or high lift devices;
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- A forecast of winds and weather affecting the descent path;
- Impacts of actual Gross Weight (GW) that may be different from the GW in the FMC. The aircraft drag may also be 

slightly different from the FMC database drag;
- How CDO is measured at the airport or by ANSP - to ensure attention is focused on minimising noise disturbance / 

fuel / emissions, the airport’s monitoring systems should be included in the information to crews; and,
- Whenever the monitoring of CDO performance differs from the harmonised criteria recommended by the European 

CCO / CDO Task Force this information should be provided to crews through its inclusion in the OM.

n When this information is yet to be inserted in the OM, the release of company NOTAMS detailing such CDO information 
is considered a good practice;

n ToD calculation - starting descent before or after the optimum/FMS ToD should be avoided where possible;

n Descent profile management, including the preferred descent mode. When other descent modes may be used to ac-
commodate CDOs, the relevant level restrictions, ATC restrictions and requests should also be defined. The Rate of De-
scent (RoD) restrictions to comply with safety recommendations to avoid level busts and Traffic Resolutions should be 
taken into account when describing CDO Pilot techniques;

n Management of the Navigation Database - there are specific arrival routes for which it is not allowed to edit or modify 
waypoints by manual entry to the database (for departures, arrivals or approaches). User-defined data may be entered 
and used only under defined conditions;

n Altitude awareness - altitude awareness is achieved by the active attention of the Flight Crew. This awareness with asso-
ciated continuous monitoring is the primary means of ensuring that cleared altitudes are adhered to and clearances not 
infringed. The SOP mandates altitude checks that confirm altitude awareness, and also mandates vertical speeds to be 
flown to reduce closure rates; 

n Climb profile management, including the preferred climb mode. When other modes may be utilised to accommodate 
CCOs, the relevant level restrictions, ATC restrictions and requests should also be defined. The Rate of Climb (RoC) re-
strictions to comply with safety recommendations to avoid level busts and Traffic Resolutions should be taken into ac-
count when describing CCO Pilot techniques. Aircraft performance must be closely monitored when using V/S (Vertical 
Speed), especially at high altitudes;

n Low Drag Approach (LDA) - the purpose of the Low Drag Approach is to reduce the environmental impact of the aircraft 
while improving passenger comfort and reducing overall fuel burn. Subject to ATC, crews should plan for a LDA. Detailed 
SOPs on LDAs should be provided to Flight Crew tailored to their company policy;

n If ATC requires an early descent, either a managed mode (flight profile calculated by the FMS) should be selected (which 
would guide the aircraft down at a lower vertical speed), or a manual mode should be used to create a shallower descent 
(the Pilot may use a minimum V/S of -500 ft/min). This would allow the aircraft to converge on the optimum descent path 
without having to level-off;

n If ATC delays the descent beyond ToD, the crew should anticipate a high-energy scenario and consider starting to reduce 
speed towards minimum clean speed (with ATC’s permission). When cleared to descend, the Flight Crew should select a 
managed mode that will take the aircraft to the optimum profile with managed speed active; and,

n Phraseology - airlines should include information about where to expect different phraseology from ATCOs, especially 
regarding Amendment 7A implementation25.

                      *Local deviations from these practices may be necessary under certain conditions.

25-  ICAO Doc. 4444 (PANS-ATM) Sixteenth Edition Chapter 12.3.1.2
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The following figures show examples from European airlines that describe how airlines address CDO in their current OM or 
other documentation. These may be considered as examples of good practice:

Figure 42: One airline’s guidance on descent management

Figure 43: Example of CDO guidance from an airline.
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Figure 44: Excerpts from an Airline’s A330 / A340 OM

Figure 45: Descent guidelines in an airline’s fuel and cost saving guidelines


